
WHEN COMPARED TO ESSAY QUESTIONS INTERPRETIVE EXERCISES

Test blueprint. Weight assigned to instructional objective in table? How much time spent on it in class. Two major
classes of essay? Extended and restrictive.

The ease wthey are integrated with instruction  Dependecnce of task performance on skills that are irrelevant
a. Select introductory material that is new to students. One major problem in using essay qestions to evaluate
learning is? Agree  Most well written short answer? The interpretive exercise is least useful for measuring the
ability to? Third, by having a series of related test items based on a common set of data, greater depth and
breadth can be obtained in the measurement of intellectual skills. This score is a norm-referenced score that
has been adjusted so that it can be used in mathematical calculations. Haphazard collection of student work 
Types of work appropriate for portfolio a. Both process and product  True or False False Stanine scores
express scores in nine equal steps ranging from 1 the highest to 9 the lowest. Using the rating method for
extended response questions  Which eval criteria is most useful analytic scoring a. The poor reader is
handicapped by both the difficulty of the reading material and the length of time it takes to read each test
question. Authentic Assessment Measures the extent that a student has acquired knowledge and skills after
having completed a course. Make the number of test items roughly proportional to the length of the
introductory material. Which is a serious limitation of an essay test? Development of an argument  Key type
and multiple choice  NS This score is based on the performance of a normed group of students. Selecting
printed materials that are new to the students but that are relevant to the instructional outcomes requires
considerable searching. Higher order thinking  Reading  Will students receive individual or group grade When
arranging items in a test, it is best to ensure which of the following? Homogenous  Requiring students to recall
an excessive amount of factual information in order to solve and interpretive exercise can result in lower a. For
which of the following learning outcomes would objective items be better than essay? Organizing and
integrating ideas is important  Synthesis  The following suggestions will aid in constructing high-quality
interpretive exercises: 1. Make sure that Internet explorer is open before clicking on the highlighted address.
Visual 


